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Saperebere. La cultura del bere responsabile 2011
il libro è una visita guidata dei comportamenti dei giovani e della percezione del rischio della
sperimentazione e uso di alcol nicotina psicofarmaci smart drugs eroina cocaina stimolanti
allucinogeni e cannabis ma anche di energy drinks di comportamenti alimentari inadeguati e del
gioco d azzardo

O Ribeiro 2001
globalisation has reshaped the face of the world turning the society in which we live into a
multicultural one in such a new world there is a strong need to master the culture specific
vocabulary in the languages we speak this book will mainly appeal to translators interpreters
students and other professionals that work in the cultural field or in any other field in which
intercultural communication plays an essential role and in which the communication languages are
english and romanian the dictionary approaches the cultural aspects of today s multicultural
society from a broad linguistic perspective focusing on several topics such as cultural ideology
national identity cuisine clothing holidays language and sports the general and semi specialised
vocabulary offered here is organised thematically and alphabetically the book structure the pairs
of languages and the included thematic lists make the dictionary a unique and easy to use tool

El vino 1970
el forum deusto ofrece en el presente volumen las conferencias impartidas durante el año 2004 en
este ciclo dedicado al arte la cultura y la comunicación somos arte y parte de la sociedad del
espectáculo de ahí que el forum deusto haya abordado este año diferentes aspectos de esa
implicación

Alcol e buone prassi sociologiche. Ricerca, osservatori, piani di
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zona, clinica, prevenzione 2013
231 1 38

Non solo vino, non solo cibo 2006
new edition of greenfield s pioneering study about the legal political and historical aspects of
cultural restitution

La Civiltà cattolica 2006
the book is about the ibos of southeastern nigeria whose language is igbo this very uniquely
distinct ethnic group of people have been accused of being tenacious in their belief audacious in
their venture intense in their resistance and unrelenting in their persistence the book is aimed
at creating awareness and a more comfortable feeling toward igbo speaking people and their
culture it is a culture that must not be forgotten a heritage that is gradually being lost in our
over excitement and eagerness to europeanize the conventionalized igbo signs gestures the
admissible expressions idioms folk tales folk songs vocabulary and phraseology truly have no
close substitutes in english language a culture that thrives on self reliance equality democracy
and healthy competition you are invited to read and know a people obsessed with the desire for
self improvement through education and learning who also are open to new ideas and easily
adaptable to change the book is a first of its kind by an ibo man who sees the urgent and
pressing need to preserve the igbo language traditions and cultural heritage so that our children
and future generations of ibos and ibo lovers will be educated and passed on the igbo diction and
the people s source of strength and power it will also prepare anyone on what to expect going
meeting and doing business with the people as it answers basic questions and clears
misconceptions

Hombre y cultura 1988
these volumes convey what daily life is like in the middle east asia and africa entries will aid
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readers in understanding the importance of cultural sociology to appreciate the effects of
cultural forces around the world

Consumi d'azzardo: Alchimie, normalità e fragilità 2014-05-07
the basis of our historical imagination is the intellectual s or historian s critical thinking
and their solidarity with the people with their destiny and predicament with the consistent aim
of emancipating and liberating the subjugated the oppressed and the marginalised history
conditions the way that society discusses its problems treating history as a form of imagination
azhar ibrahim invites readers to probe the colonialist and nationalist tampering suppression and
distortion of narratives on the malays in this thought provoking book the author encourages
contemporary historians to move beyond the practice of orientalist scholars collecting data and
describing facts instead he promotes an alternative reading of history one that departs from
mainstream versions reflecting a strong understanding of classical malay texts the author also
touches on broad themes such as psychological feudalism orientalism and the contestation of
nationalist and colonialist perspectives on the community azhar s book is a welcomed contribution
and a must read for those interested in alternative discourses in malay studies

La grande storia del vino. Tra mito e realtà, l'evoluzione della
bevanda più antica del mondo 2006
the british have been involved in numerous wars since the middle ages many if not all of these
wars have been re constructed in historical accounts in the media and in the arts and have thus
kept the nation s cultural memory of its wars alive wars have influenced the cultural
construction and reconstruction not only of national identities in britain personal communal
gender and ethnic identities have also been established shaped reinterpreted and questioned in
times of war and through its representations coming from literary film and cultural studies
history and art history the contributions in this multidisciplinary volume explore how different
cultural communities in the british isles have envisaged war and its significance for various
aspects of identity formation from the middle ages through to the 20th century
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An English-Romanian and Romanian-English Cultural Thematic
Dictionary 2019-01-08
where today is a specific original and stable basis for a political order to be found what does
the human dignity mean in the midst of the general crises of values in the face of the ambivalent
achievements of modernity and enlightenment do the values of christianity which until now have
been regarded as the objective norm fail in its contact with the primal culture and the culture
of the african communities where in this classes are the weakening and strengthening and specific
challenges of this african people this field of conflict must not only be described but above all
to ask about new opportunities to get out of the crisis of the value of human dignity in the igbo
society of southeastern nigeria ezenwas work seeks and aids understanding using the facility of
examining the subject of dignity in igbo culture to throw light that casts much farther than the
subject matter begging for further inquiry into other complementary aspects of the culture in
other to achieve this interdisciplinary research was needed

Tra Igea e Panacea 2005
this volume addresses a set of historical questions that explore the multiple aspects associated
with the uterus through the dissection of both learned and popular sources material evidence
daily practices iconography and representation it transcends eurocentric models of understanding
and representing the female body by bringing into the discussion a number of case studies taken
from a larger number of cultural and social historical realities including the mediterranean the
ancient near east pre columbian america east asia and medieval europe that are explored from the
methodological perspectives offered by a wide range of disciplines and epistemologies because of
its intimate indissoluble relation to the experience of being a woman and because of its
hiddenness within the body and darkness its communication with the outside world and its
accessibility through the vagina its capacity to contain and give shelter to engender and
procreate to expulse and give birth to both fully formed and truncated deformed beings and its
potential to go in and out the womb offers a wealth of possibilities to conceptualise the world
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Arte y parte en la sociedad del espectáculo 2005-01-01
first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Los juegos populares de la cultura bereber 1995
developments in garden art cannot be isolated from the social changes upon which they either
depend or have some bearing bourgeois and aristocratic cultural encounters in garden art 1550
1850 offers an unparalleled opportunity to discover how complex relationships between bourgeois
and aristocrats have led to developments in garden art from the renaissance into the industrial
revolution irrespective of stylistic differences these essays show how garden creation has
contributed to the blurring of social boundaries and to the ongoing redefinition of the
bourgeoisie and the aristocracy also illustrated is the aggressive use of gardens by bourgeois in
more or less successful attempts at subverting existing social hierarchies in renaissance genoa
and eighteenth century bristol england as well as the opposite as demonstrated by the king of
france louis xiv who claimed to rule the arts but imitated the curieux fleuristes a group of
amateurs from diverse strata of french society essays in this volume explore this complex
framework of relationships in diverse settings in britain france biedermeier vienna and
renaissance genoa the volume confirms that gardens were objects of conspicuous consumption but
also challenges the theories of consumption set forth by thorstein veblen and pierre bourdieu and
explores the contributions of gardens to major cultural changes like the rise of public opinion
gender and family relationships and capitalism garden history then informs many of the debates of
contemporary cultural history ranging from rural management practices in early seventeenth
century france to the development of a sense of british pride at the expansive vauxhall gardens
favored equally by the legendary frederick prince of wales and by the teeming london masses this
volume amply demonstrates the varied and extensive contributions of garden creation to cultural
exchange between 1550 and 1850 publisher s description

Cultural Landscape Report for Saint-Gaudens National Historic
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Site 1993
the symposion project was launched in 2008 through collaboration between the centre for the
strategic development of the italian wine sector u nicesv of the university of florence within
the framework of the activities of the culture and territory observatory and the tuscan
archaeological commission national archaeological museum of florence the project involves the
promotion of seminars and conferences both in italy and abroad accompanied by exhibitions and
special publications offering insight into issues related to the presence of the vine and wine
among the peoples of the mediterranean area from prehistoric times up to the present and analysis
of the significance of the close relationship between product land and culture

Buone pratiche e procedure terapeutiche nella gestione del
paziente alcolista 2008-09-26T00:00:00+02:00
sabemos que una de las bestias negras de la progresia de los anos sesenta era la palabra
autoridad y es que la autoridad solo tiene sentido relacionada con la tradicion y que es la
tradicion solo rene guenon ha conseguido restituir su pleno sentido al termino en tanto que
conocimiento primigenio al que de algun modo hay que volver de nuevo para adquirir la nocion de
lo existente este es el punto de partida del presente volumen que zolla publico en 1971 casi como
un gesto de provocacion frente a un mundo que circulaba en la direccion contraria hoy en dia los
temas del libro estan mas vivos que nunca y la polemica ligada al momento historico ha alcanzado
un exquisito sabor retrospectivo elemire zolla nacido en turin en 1926 fue durante mucho tiempo
profesor de la universidad la sapienza de roma es tambien autor de l eclissi dell intellettuale
volgarito dolore storia del fantasticare le potenze dell anima le meraviglie della natura
introduzione all alchimia archetipi premio isla de elba y premio mircea eliade i letterati e lo
sciamano androginia auras la amante invisible las tres vias verdades secretas expuestas a la
evidencia y la antologia los misticos de occidente los cuatro ultimos tambien publicados por
paidos
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Tokushima Daigaku Gakugei Kiyō. Jinbun Kagaku [Journal of
Gakugei, Tokushima University. Cultural Science] 1983
this major book explores commons lands and rights of usage in common traditional and customary
practices and the cultural nature of landscapes importantly it addresses now critical matters of
cultural severance and largely unrecognized impacts on biodiversity and human societies and
implications for conservation sustainability and local economies the book takes major case
studies and perspectives from around the world to address contemporary issues and challenges from
historical and ecological perspectives the book developed from major international conferences
and collaborations over around fifteen years culminating the end of tradition in sheffield uk
2010 the chapters are from individuals who are both academic researchers and practitioners these
ideas are now influencing bodies like the eu unesco and fao with recognition by major
organisations and stakeholders of the critical state of the environment consequent on cultural
severance

The Return of Cultural Treasures 1996-01-26
cross cultural partnerships in today s global environment are both challenging and necessary
misunderstanding and miscommunication often lead to conflict between culturally diverse groups
christians must understand and evaluate their own culture the culture of others and the text of
scripture itself while remaining faithful to scripture and relevant to culture unmediated
tensions combined with relational isolation lead to a myriad of problems this study proposes
cross cultural missional partnership as a relationship that mediates these tensions thereby
encouraging mutual faithful engagement in the mission of god cross cultural tensions may never
disappear but within a healthy partnership partners can assist one another in understanding and
responding faithfully to scripture partners help one another more faithfully interpret and apply
scripture leading to obedience to god s will and engagement in god s mission within unique and
diverse contexts
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Ibos of Nigeria and Their Cultural Ways 2009
cultural shaping of violence proposes that violence cannot be described let alone understond or
addressed unless tied to the cultural settings that influence it this volume documents violence
in 22 distinct cultural settings in 17 nation states on five continents internal to each society
a number of sites of violence may thrive from the domestic sphere to social institutions and
political arenas in whatever site or guise violence reverberates throughout the social fabric and
beyond

Cultural Sociology of the Middle East, Asia, and Africa
2012-01-05

Historical Imagination and Cultural Responses to Colonialism and
Nationalism 2022-12-06

War and the Cultural Construction of Identities in Britain
2021-12-28

The Value of Human Dignity. A Socio-cultural Approach to Value
Crisis among Igbo People of Nigeria 2020-11-10

Tiempo de hoy 2001-07
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Cultural Constructions of the Uterus in Pre-modern Societies,
Past and Present 2018-07-26

Il gusto del convivio. La cultura del mangiare e del bere bene in
Friuli Venezia Giulia 2008

Chaucer's Cultural Geography 2013-10-15

Technology and cultural dissidence 1996

Bourgeois and Aristocratic Cultural Encounters in Garden Art,
1550-1850 2002

Escritores carlistas en la cultura vasca 2000

SYMPOSION – La cultura del vino nei valori della conoscenza
storica e nelle strategie di mercato | The Culture of Wine within
the Values of Historical Knowledge and the Marketing Strategies
2012
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Qué es la tradición 2003

Pane e acqua santa 1997

Cultural Severance and the Environment 2013-05-09

Lengua, escuela y cultura 1995

The Discursive Construction and Negotiation of Cultural Identity
in the Orkney Islands 2006

Arturo Campión entre la historia y la cultura 1998

Cross-Cultural Missional Partnership 2023-03-28

Impulsor del renacimiento cultural vasco y social cristiano 1987

Cultural Shaping of Violence 2004
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Stefano Guazzo e Casale tra Cinque e Seicento 1997
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